ADDENDUM #2 - Brookview Elementary & Eason Elementary

SPECIFICATION CHANGES, DELETIONS & ADDITIONS

1. Add item S9 & Change item S9 quantity
   a. Wood Designs (WD18561). This is a 5” letter tray storage unit with (30) translucent trays. Manufacturer standard colors.
      i. Brookview Elementary: (10)
      ii. Eason Elementary: (0)

2. Add item A6 with the quantities listed below for only Eason Elementary
   a. Band equipment including the following:
      i. (85) Wenger Student Chairs. #930000XC. Black w/ Chrome Frame
      iii. (1) Wenger Directors Stand. #141C001. Standard colors.
      v. (1) Wenger Upper Podium w/ Rail. #158E001. Standard colors.
      vii. (2) Virco. Bookcase w/ 3 adjustable shelves. #BCM3652. Color: Black
      viii. (1) Virco. File, Vertical 4 Drawer. #53VF154D. Color: Black
      ix. (1) RFM Seating. Task Chair w/ mesh back and comfort foam tractor seat. #160GRADEE. Finishes: All Black


4. Change C5 quantities
   a. Brookview Elementary quantity to (320)
   b. Eason Elementary quantity to (318)
5. Change **C6** quantities
   a. Brookview Elementary quantity to (338)
   b. Eason Elementary quantity to (327)

6. Change **C7** quantities
   a. Brookview Elementary quantity to (328)
   b. Eason Elementary quantity to (318)

7. Change **C10** quantities
   a. Brookview Elementary quantity to (206)
   b. Eason Elementary quantity to (192)

8. Change **A5** quantities
   a. Brookview Elementary remains (85)
   b. Eason Elementary quantity to (85)

9. Change **S2** quantities
   a. Brookview Elementary quantity to (60)
   b. Eason Elementary remains (43)

10. Change **S7** quantities
    a. Brookview Elementary quantity to (2)
    b. Eason Elementary remains (5)

11. Delete “**OFFICE**” (Manufacturers High Point and RFM Seating) for Brookview Elementary. Do not submit a bid for this.

12. Change Model information for **T4** to: “Table, Text Series, Y-Leg with Casters, 36" X 24"d X 30'h, 1-1/8" Laminated Particleboard Top with T-Mold Edge, model number: TS2436. No change from the original specified finishes.
    a. Brookview Elementary remains (74)
    b. Eason Elementary remains (42)

*These revised total counts should be used for bidding purposes and supersede any total quantities provided in previous Specifications and Drawings.*